Heavy duty jackup rigs are versatile and capable
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THE FUTURE OF HEAVY duty jackup rigs looks strong because they offer operators a desirable option in a number of different offshore environments.

In the North Sea, both environmental conditions and drilling conditions can be severe. Today’s heavy duty jackups can operate there in depths to 350 ft year ‘round while providing the advantages of operating with a surface BOP stack.

In other areas such as Southeast Asia, where the environment is less severe, the units can operate in deeper water and provide a design option for operators that previously considered only platforms designed for tender-assisted drilling or platform mounted rigs.

That’s the view of Charles N Springett, Vice President and Chief Engineer, Santa Fe International Corp.

APPLICATION RANGE

Santa Fe moved its Monarch jackup into the Central North Sea in 1987 in 305 ft of water because they were convinced that, with the right design, jackups should not be limited to the southern portion of the North Sea. Monarch is a Friede & Goldman “Monarch” class jackup, also sometimes characterized as a Mod V.

“Successful operation of the Monarch in this environment created a market for jackups in those water depths,” said Mr Springett. “Operators began to satisfy themselves that jackups were technically feasible in these depths and, because suitable rigs were becoming available, started to build their field development plans around jackups where the only previous option had been use of semisubmersibles and platform mounted rigs.”

Confidence in Monarch’s performance encouraged Santa Fe to build Monitor, also a Mod V, delivered in 1989, and followed “in quick succession” by Galaxy I (a new and larger “Universe” or “Mod VI” class rig designed by Friede & Goldman with enhanced drilling capabilities) and Magellan (a Mod V also with enhanced drilling capabilities).

In addition to the demands of the North Sea’s severe marine environment on hull design, drilling involves conditions of high temperature and high pressures. So a rig must also be properly equipped to drill such wells safely.

In addition, the commercial environment dictates that the drilling equipment is specified and arranged for maximum drilling productivity.

In Southeast Asia, the marine environment is less severe, making much of it good jackup territory.

The company has 6 new units under construction, the first of which is scheduled to be delivered in about 18 months.

Capability of these units will be between that of the Mod V and Mod VI designs, said Mr Springett, but they “will not be configured initially for harsh environment assignments.”

“The basic hull design determines if the unit will have heavy duty, harsh environment capability.

“But how well a rig is equipped is the key to drilling productivity,” said Mr Springett.

C A P A B I L I T I E S

“There are different definitions of ‘heavy duty’ jackups,” said Mr Springett. They all offer some combination of deep water, harsh environment and high capacity drilling equipment; some of them offer all three.

Depending on how the class is defined, the global fleet includes 16-20 units and several are under construction.

Santa Fe’s three Mod V Class rigs are capable of operating year ‘round in 300 ft of water in the Central North Sea. Water depths greater than this are subject to site specific approval.

In 1997 and 1999 Santa Fe added two more Mod VI jackups to its fleet. The three rigs—Galaxy I, Galaxy II and Galaxy III—are considerably larger than the Mod V units and are capable of working year ‘round in up to 350 ft water depths in the Central North Sea.

Galaxy III is working offshore Eastern Canada.

Its Galaxy rigs and Magellan are outfitted with three National Oilwell 2,200-hp mud pumps capable of operating at 6,000 psi with standard fluid ends. Operating pressure can be raised to 7,500 psi by upgrading the fluid ends, though this has not yet been necessary.

Large pumps are not the only consideration when designing the drilling fluids system. Santa Fe’s Galaxy rigs have 5-in. ID high pressure mud lines and multiple high capacity linear motion shakers.

“To get higher drilling productivity, the entire mud handling system must be designed to remove cuttings from the mud as efficiently and completely as possible at maximum flow rates,” said Mr Springett.
LEWCO recently introduced its new W-3000 mud pump, designed to handle up to 3,000 input horsepower. It has a maximum working pressure of 7,500 psi and a maximum output of 1,044 gal/min at 100 strokes per minute.

Like other LEWCO pumps, it can be factory adapted for use with most major brands of fluid-end modules.

Also like all models, the W-3000 has an inherently balanced crankshaft that minimizes vibration, reduces wear and provides quieter operation.

LEWCO recently received an order from Atwood Oceanics Inc for three 2,200-hp triplex pumps and drives to be installed on its new jackup being built in Singapore and scheduled for completion in 2003.

The pumps have a maximum working pressure of 7,500 psi and operate at up to 100 strokes/min.